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"When April steps aside for May, like diamonds all the rain-drops glisten; fresh violets open
every day; to some new bird each hour we listen." ―Lucy Larcom
All things seem possible in May .The month as well as the word brings the spirit of merriment alive.
.So despite being homebound , we at Vishwa Bharati made efforts to stay connected and keep our
students engaged by continuing with the online learning and simultaneously organizing
competitions and giving them various platforms to exhibit their talents and unleash their creativity.
As we continue to proceed together through this unprecedented event, we bring you the exemplary
works of our dear students in this edition of our newsletter.
But before we unveil the talents of our children, a special mention about our teachers who are
superannuating this month after serving this institution selflessly. They have spent their lifetime for
educating and creating a better life for all. We salute Mrs Girja Majoo ..Head senior department,
Mrs Sudha Sharma ,Mrs Usha Razdan and Mrs. Veena Malik for their dedicated service to this
institution. ….! .
As you move to your new phase in life, may God's endless blessings be upon you.

The teachers who deserve the greatest ovation at retirement

Wishing all beautiful teachers & mothers
of our new family healthy, happy & safe
Mother’s day ! Spread love n care….
Parent
Teachers are
second mothers
to our kids at
school….
Parent

Teachers are the moms for our kids in
school who groom n educate them in
this age……hats off to all awesome
teachers….. Parent

The love and compassion
you share with your kids is
priceless….keep rocking
and be beautiful always….
Parent

Teachers are
no less than
parents….
Parent

When the kids are away to school without
their mothers, you are the one mother who makes
our children feel secure and happy.
As another mother at school you equally care for
our kids like us
which no one else can do……… Parent

Chalk the Walk
"The first ever Chalk the
Walk
contest
was
organised by our school in
the month of May, 2020.

CHALK YOUR WALK
20 BEST ENTRIES
S.No NAME

CLASS SECTION

1

Ayaan Garg

1

B

This contest aimed to
spread love and positivity
around our neighbourhood.

2

Dhawal Gangwar

1

C

3

Saanjh Priya

1

C

4

Vriddhi Agarwal

1

E

The
participants
were
encouraged to decorate
their
pavements
with
drawings that had beautiful
messages and post the
same on their Facebook
page.

5

Pranjali Thakre

1

G

6

Ahana Akash Jain

2

B

7

Viraj Sinha

2

F

8

Hunar Malik

3

B

9

Vidushi Katara

3

C

10 Aaradhya Garg

3

G

11 Avni B. Samal

4

A

All
the
participants
thoroughly enjoyed and
participated with shear
sheer and
enthusiasm and
and
excitement.

12 Gaurang Mamgain

4

D

13 Saksham Garg

4

E

14 Daksh Agarwal

4

F

15 DevDdrita

4

B

16 Stuti Pokhriyal

5

B

Aahaan Singh Negi of class
2F earned more than 200
likes and hence was
selected as the People's
Choice of the contests."

17 Apoorv Maurya

5

D

18 Annya Dwivedi

6

E

19 Sanvi Behl

7

G

20 Shatakshi

8

C

Aahaan Singh Negi

2F

People's choice
>200 likes

SWARANJALI AND
VIBGYOR
- 20202020’
‘SWARANJALI
AND
VIBGYOR,
Swaranjali and Vibgyor 2020, an online Talent Hunt competition, was an Intra School Cultural
Extravaganza of Music and Dance organised by VBPS, Noida in May 2020. Approximately 175 students
participated with full zeal and enthusiasm in various categories such as: • Vocal: • Poem-based songs/jingles.
• Motivational song/ Patriotic song.
• Bhajans
• Indian Folk and Western Dance: • Solo Dance
• Duet Dance
• Instrumental
The competition gave a chance to the children of classes 1 to 5 to exhibit their talent and confidence.
Winners were ubiquitous and choosing one among them was easier said than done.
The result of this contest is provided in the link below:https://youtu.be/9RAFngm9Guw

‘BOOKMARK
CONTEST,
BOOKMARK ARTART
CONTEST
- 2020 2020’
‘Design a Bookmark Art Contest’, an Intra-School competition was organised by VBPS, Noida in May
2020. The theme of the competition was ‘COVID-19’.
Around 300 students of classes 1 to 12 put their art and craft skills in the use and made dazzling, eyecatching bookmarks using hand-made paper, paints, glitters and adhesive, etc. They stuck pictures and
wrote quotes on them. This competition was a brilliant way to encourage children in utilizing the
lockdown period constructively and helped them in increasing their awareness regarding the
precautionary measures recommended for the prevention of COVID-19.
It was indeed not only learning but also, a fun-filled activity.
The result of this contest is provided in the link below:https://youtu.be/8D84e-JHDBM

Harmonica
: EARTHEARTH
RISE RISE
….. Continues…….
HARMONICA
..... Continues.......
While everything is on pause during quarantine, the students of classes
VI,VII &VIII paid their tribute to Mother Nature by celebrating Earth Day
2020 stuck in lockdown with lyrical moods in self composed poems and
hues of different shades on canvas .

RESULTS MIDDLE SECTION

HARMONICA 2020 - MIDDLE SCHOOL PRIZE WINNING ENTRIES

Bhuvi 6 G Position II

Sumedha 6 D Position III

EVENT - LANDSCAPE DESIGNING FOR MOTHER EARTH

Nitya Arora 6 E Position I

Pratham Madan 7 D

EVENT - SLOGAN WRITING HINDI

Position I

Nishka Bisht 7 D
Position II

Yashwardhan
Jhawar 7 A
Position III

EVENT - SELF COMPOSED POEM HINDI
SLOGAN WRITING ENGLISH

Saanvi Dudey 8 E

Position I

EVENT - SELF COMPOSED POEM HINDI
SLOGAN WRITING ENGLISH

Navdha Gusain 8 B
Position II

Kamya Upadhyay
8F
Position III

EVENT - SELF COMPOSED POEM ENGLISH

Asmit Kesh 8 E
Position I

Kuhu Gupta 8 F
Position II

EVENT - SELF COMPOSED POEM ENGLISH
ENGLISHSLOGAN WRITING ENGLISH

Navdha Gusain 8 B

and

Agrima Gupta 8 A

Position III

Lockdown diaries … Part II

COVID-19 isn't the first crisis humanity has seen, this unexpected and quite underestimated virus has
wreaked havoc in almost every corner of the world to necessitate a complete lockdown - which whether
good or bad, is the need of the hour.
Yet, it's undeniable that the onus of staying at home for our nation's wellbeing isn't accompanied by
loneliness, anxiety, economic slowdown, and boredom. But like every dark-era that our species has
marched through victoriously, this too shall pass - and like every other struggle, this lockdown too is a
blessing in disguise.
Inarguably, COVID-19 has united the world, rewinding the turmoil it was seething before the pandemic
almost tripping over the brink of another World War. Whilst giving up geopolitical and socio-economic
divisions, countries and citizens have come together rethinking and reworking their current policies
regarding health, society, and economy. This unity bears the power of uplifting human civilization to
one that is immune to any other crisis that might descend.
I am certain that COVID-19 will prove no match against the collective determination and resilience of
humankind. We will triumphant once again!
MRIGANK PAWAGI- XI F

It would not be wrong to say that the world is at a war with an invisible, yet deadly enemy- The
Coronavirus. The result is how we'll remember this time; filled with uncertainty, pain and fear as well as
small, yet precious moments of humanity and hope.
Sometimes, life is not all about rainbows and sunshine. We all are following lockdown and are working
from home. We can't go out, we can't meet our friends and relatives, we can't travel, and there is a neverending list of things which we cannot do. But has anyone thought that this period can actually be utilised
in shaping ourselves to be a better and strong person everyday?
We can't go outside but we are not alone as well. This is the time which we all can use to spend time
with our family and make our relationships stronger.
Beautiful things happen when you distance yourself from negativity. We, humans, have a habit to lean
towards the negative aspects of the problem. But if we try, we can certainly find tons of positive points
as well.
So don't lose hope. Just follow lockdown and social distancing.
Stay home, stay safe!
Sonakshi Rawat

Half of the world’s total population is busy criticizing the lockdown due to COVID-19 pandemic.
Whereas the other half is busy spending time with their families . They are the ones who are
actually able to look at the lockdown as a blessing in disguise.
In this world where everyone has a busy schedule, with little or no time for the family, the
lockdown is indeed a blessing for them. Kids who used to be busy with their study routines are
also now able to discover some of their hidden talents .
The teaching routine too has taken a new turn. We have explored a new method of teaching which
is beyond the traditional classrooms – online teaching. It will prove to be helpful for the teachers
in near future as they will be able to take extra classes whenever they feel like, sitting at home ,
on the off days.
The quarantine is the need of the hour . Apart from letting us enjoy some of the nostalgic moments
with our family , this lockdown is playing a vital role in saving lives . This lockdown is highly
appreciated.
By- Jigisha Aggarwal , 12-E

During lockdown, we’re surely locked but not down.”
I came across this inspiring quote as I was searching for ‘things to do during quarantine’.
Isn’t it surprising how a virus, which can’t even be seen has wreaked such havoc globally
and forced people to stay confined in their homes!
This lockdown is indeed a silver lining for nature since we’re far away from bustling streets,
overcrowded metros and vehicles honking unnecessarily in the traffic. Now we can actually
spot stars in the depths of the night and stare at the changing shapes of the clouds in the
clear blue sky. It’s time to tap our inner creativity. After all, Shakespeare wrote ‘King Lear’
during a pandemic! Yesterday, I dug out a half finished painting from two years ago. While
completing it, I felt as if I was giving life to something which was lifeless.
It’s truly said that we learn more in crisis than in comfort. When else will we get the
opportunity to save the human race by staring at our laptop screens binging Netflix! So,
STAY SAFE, STAY HOME.
PRACHEE DASH
XI G

Ajita Saxena XI
XII A

Ishita Jain X A

Some Illustrations by senior school students for Harmonica

Shubham Dang XII
XI IEE

Nairita Guha XI
ASaxena XI

CHILDREN’S VIEWS ON LOCKDOWN & ONLINE TEACHING
Life during lockdown
We lock us inside
As covid slowly arrives
Not a soul to be found
On the streets , schools , playgrounds
Zoom classes, video games, chats and paintings
Make my days interesting
Mom does the chores
Dad works from home
At times I however
Miss my friends ' s loud laughter
All the fights , break ups and make ups
Those lovely little things,
That gives meaning to our lives.
Atmaja Parida 6F

KRISH FANDA 8 F
FE

Congratulations on making it over all the hurdles and reaching that
wonderful time of life where you get to do whatever you want…..
‘You came and touched our hearts,
Now you leave; it’s hard to see.
But wish you happy days ahead,
And a prosperous life indeed’
I pen down my words with mixed emotions. Few of our most experienced
colleagues are superannuating. Though my association with them had been only
for few months but all of them have left an indelible mark on me.
It was an honor to work with Mrs Girja Mujoo,
Head senior department. I enjoyed working with
her and she has been a valuable asset to our
institution. Every great teacher has to retire one
day, but their deeds and their teachings always
remain in the hearts of their students.
On one hand I am saddened that you are leaving
but on the other hand I would like to congratulate
you on the successful completion of your glorious
career as a teacher. “We will remember you with
warm thoughts and memories ...
Mrs Sudha Sharma, Mrs Usha Razdan and Mrs
Veena Malik have been the pillars of our
esteemed institution, having served it with
complete dedication and loyalty. For many years
they have devoted themselves to educating
children, now is the time when they can
contemplate with pride all that they’ve
accomplished.
Your retirement is a celebration not just for all the years put in the classroom,
but for every child you helped along the way and the knowledge that was
imparted.
We’re really going to miss you! I pray for your happy and healthy life ahead.

Principal
Ms. Veera Pandey

Adieu – My Friend Girja Mujoo
Saying goodbye is never easy and it is so especially for
a person with whom you have developed a special
bond of friendship over the years of togetherness.
Working with Girja in close proximity over the past
few years has helped me know her well as a person. It
would fill me with awe to see her work ethics, her
flawless filing of papers, her organizational skills, her
commanding mannerism, her self-discipline- just to
name a few of her character traits that describe her.
She has proved time and again that she is a true
professional, a no-nonsense person who cannot be
messed up with. She has shown by example that
excellence is something to aim for every day.
We love all you did because work was never just about
work for you but it was about taking good care of
everyone around you.
Working with you was fun. Working with you was
good. I literally loved every single minute spent with
you. The relationship I have developed with you has
made a world of difference in my life. I have found a
lifelong friend, a confidante in you on whom I can rely
on forever.
I am certainly going to celebrate all the things we have
accomplished together and the amazing bonding we
shared with each other and I cannot thank you enough
for that.
It will be hard to imagine coming back to school and
not seeing your ever smiling and cheerful face.
However, it is a hard reality of life which needs to be
accepted.
I wish nothing but absolute best in your next phase of
your life. Wishing you endless days of joy with your
family. Enjoy your retirement life and keep in touch!!!!
ANJALI R.

Mrs.Girja
GirijaMujoo
Mujoo:
Best of Luck on your superannuation.
“ Success to be there with you in every walk of life,
May all the dreams that your heart holds come true,
May each day of your life bring the best for you. “
Mrs. Girija
Girja Mujoo and I have been associated for many years. Her association was
as a parent, colleague and a boss. Though we were in different departments our
association grew more when she officiated as Principal. She could understand the
departmental issues and give solutions when consulted. I,on her superannuation
wish her all the best.
Meena Nayar
HOD Primary
Farewell note for Girija
Girja Ma’am
Before saying that Girija
Girja Ma’am is an extraordinary teacher, I must tell you that
Girja Ma’am for showing so
she is an extraordinary human being. Thank you Girija
much compassion, concern and care. It is rightly said that “The average teacher
tells, a good teacher explains, a very good teacher demonstrates and a great
teacher inspires.”
Well I have known Girija
Girja Ma’am for over 23 years and over all these years I have
seen how much she loved developing an interest in all her students for her subject.
You would find her taking pains to explain the subject in such easy language that
it would be easy for all to understand. With all her colleagues she would be ever
willing to help them. In her last tenure where she ably handled the responsibility
as the head of our school working with her colleagues as a seamless team to run
the school efficiently. She fulfilled this responsibility remarkably well and we are
very grateful for her contribution to the school. Girija
Girja ma’am feels the same passion
towards her family and i am sure will enjoy spending quality time with her family
and especially with her grandchild. My only request would be for her to take time
out to be in touch with her colleagues from time to time. We wish you the very best
in your new innings Girija
Girja Ma’am.
……….Sunita Raina

Farewell Bouquet of thoughts for Girja ma’am ……
Cheerio ….

Dear Girja maam
When I joined school back in 2003 , to me you were a stalwart, a senior
teacher, chemistry expert, a disciplinarian and above all a pristine
beauty.As years passed by, it was very easy to understand that you are soft
inside , a kind soul. Mam my children owe their success to u. You
you not only
taught them chemistry but also the values of discipline and regularity. It
was few years back when you took over as principal,I got an opportunity
as a coordinator to work closely with you. During this time I learnt so much
from you, the way you handled the parents, the way you kept calm in
trying situations, the way you guided teachers, the way you stood for them
in trying times.Mam your smile, sparkle in your eyes and your beautiful
Kashmiri sarees we will always remember. Wishing you all the luck!!!
Reena Jolly

It’s been such a pleasure working with Girja Mam for so many years now. For
me personally, she has not only been a great colleague and a friend but also
an exceptional Mentor. As you get ready to step into the next phase of your
life , we would like to thank you for everything you did for all of us. Thank
you for pushing us beyond our comfort zones and broadening our skill sets.
Your leadership and guidance, motivation and persistence has always been
instrumental in shaping us into better teachers. We shall always cherish the
fond memories of the time spent with you. May you get all the happiness in
your life. Lots of love and regards .
Jyoti Dhar

It’s so rightly said,” Saying Goodbye is never easy” especially to someone whom
you know for so many years. And here we are ready to bid goodbye to our very
own Girja Mam.
Well on second thoughts, I feel it’s a moment to celebrate Mam’s glorious
career which has been full of endless laurels and uncountable achievements.
My association with Mam goes back to the year 2003 when Girja Mam was
heading the Chemistry Department. Since then there have been innumerable
interactions – both officially as well as on personal front which I would cherish
forever. Her modesty and simplicity coupled with serene personality has
endeared her to all. I will always remember her as a wonderful colleague, an
outstanding leader, a mentor and above all an exceptional human being.
I wish all the very best to Girja Mam as she attains superannuation with such
grace, dignity and respect.
Ms. Rupinder Locham

I have had the pleasure of knowing Girja ma'am for over 20 years now. It is
wonderful how this professional relationship has transcended into a beautiful
friendship.
As a teacher, her passion for the subject, patience and positive attitude has
touched the lives of students and teacher's alike. We have had good times
working in coordination in the chemistry department, and these memories
will always be cherished.
I have always found her to be an approachable leader with strong work ethics.
Teachers have always looked up to her honesty and organisational skills.
Thank you for being an inspiration, true friend and a guide. Wishing you all
the best for your future endeavours!
Manisha Sareen

Girja Maám – My Mentor
A Mentor is someone who sees more talent and ability within you; than you
see in yourself, and help bring it out of you.
Bob Proctor
When I joined school, I did not know Girja Ma’am at all, and when I started to know her
professionally, I found her a hard core disciplinarian and punctuality as her main virtue. She is
an exceptional teacher who is highly committed to promoting discipline and excellence in the
education sector. She is very passionate about teaching future business leaders everything that
they needed to know.
With time our relationship built stronger and it changed from being formal to family. She looks
very hard from outside but actually is very sensitive from inside – just like a coconut.
I can describe her qualities best using her name as an Acronym:
G – Graceful Guide
I – Industrious Individual
R – Respectful Rider
J – Jovial Jade and
A – Affectionate Alchemist
I will never forget all her valuable contributions and useful advice. I thank her for all her help,
support, guidance, and co-operation that she has shown to me over the years.
I wish her nothing but peace, good health, love and happiness. Hope she has all that wonderful
things life has to offer in her new place and may God's mercy and endless blessings is upon her.
My best wishes are with her. Goodbye!

Yukti Malik

Dear Girija
Girja ma’am,
From your long association with Sundaram house, to an eternal bond with Vishwa Bharati, you have
always been a great source of inspiration to all of us. An epitome of optimism and hard work- you
have changed the way we perceive our professional lives. While your presence has always been a
motivation, your valuable guidance and insights have made this journey even more memorable. We
love you ma’am!
With love
Bharti Sinha

Adios ….. children to Girja ma’am
“Beta, you have a lot more to achieve consider this just as a start!” These were the words that you said
and it made me believe that there is some unseen potential in me that I need to process☺. You may
not direct us anymore for the school discipline but the premises, your desk, your teachings, and your
scolding’s; will never let us forget you. It is not easy to teach generation after generation and help them
to be a better version of themselves. It’s not easy to create leaders out of notorious kids and make them
ready for the world. But being that one perfectionist you did all the tasks with such an ease and stood
up as an idol for all of us. Thanks for giving us the creative freedom to conduct the programs they way
we wanted. Thanks for allowing us to make mistakes and then making us learning a lesson from them.
Thanks for being the Dumbledore of our Hogwarts and teaching us to find happiness even in our darkest
times! Your immense contribution to the school is something that cannot be described in words, but a
sweet adieu to your contribution is something that I have tried to describe;
A few nasty things we may have uttered,
Some naughty rumors that we may have spurred,
Putting aside our mischief and pranks,
Today we just want to say Thanks!
The truth is that we respect you a lot,
Every day we embrace all that you have taught☺.
Abhivyakti Mishra
Head Girl

I feel a sense of remorse as we bid farewell to our exceptional Vice Principal respected Ms. Girja
Mujoo ma'am who was not only a leading figure in the school administration during her tenure but a
diligent mentor and an awesome teacher.
The walls of this school will feel hollow and corridors empty without an inspirational presence of a
teacher like her.
Today I realised how fast time flies. I know how painful it is to say goodbyes to someone who put her
everything for the school's welfare to make it memorial for us students.
You did everything you could to help your students shine. Despite the nasty challenges, no one has
ever seen you whine. Thanks for being a teacher so passionate and caring, we all are at a loss now
that you are retiring.
I wish you, All the very best, for a happy and healthy retired life.
Uddbhav Mathur
Head Boy

Sudha has been one of the best people in the
department who embodied optimizing and
positivity. She will always be remembered as a
passionate teacher who taught till the last
moment of her tenure with same zeal and zest,
an enthusiastic learner, a tough competitor and
the most innovative and sought-after teacher.
Thank you for always bringing joy to the
department by your bubbly nature and teaching
all of us that life needs to be lived king-size.
We will immensely miss you and feel sad to see
you go like this. We wanted to celebrate your
retirement in a grand way and make it a
memorable event for you to cherish for life but
sadly it cannot happen because of the present
scenario.
Wishing you a long and enjoyable life ahead
with your friends (including us) and family and
keep in touch.
Anjali Razdan
(Middle Head)

2019-2020

My stay in Vishwa Bharati Public school , Noida -- By. Usha Razdan (PRT Hindi)

Saayonara …
Mrs. Veena Malik:
She joined the VBPS family in April
1989 as a primary teacher. She has
since then working for the growth
of primary children with utmost
patience and dedication. She was
very helpful to everyone and cooperated with all her colleagues
and was committed to any duty
assigned to her. I wish her all the
best. I end by saying:
“ As you move in to a new venture
may luck and success always be
with you !! GOOD LUCK AND GOOD
BYE.
Ms. Meena Nayyar

Mrs. Usha Razdan:
She has been with the primary
department for over 20 years. She was
a simple, dedicated Hindi and Sanskrit
teacher who made sure all small
children understood her well. She
actively participated &/ organized all
havans
hawans in the school voluntarily
accepted any duty assigned to her.
Today on her superannuation a small
message from the VBPS family
“ May peace, health and happiness be
with you in every walk of your life. “
GOOD LUCK AND GOOD BYE.
Ms. Meena Nayyar

Don’t wait until you have
reached your goal to be
proud of yourself.
Be proud of every step you
take toward reaching that
goal.

